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Fascinating patterns, irresistable colours, a passion for making
things by hand!
nitting socks and mittens is more popular than ever, and the desire for
new knitting patterns grows bigger with knitting. The brilliantly rich
colourwork knitting patterns by Lumi Karmitsa, the new top knitting
author, abound amongst other things in animal, flower and letter motives. And
knitting is not at all as difficult as many people think – even the author of the
book started to knit only a couple of years ago!
The socks and mittens in the book are knitted from Novita, Regia and Drops
wool, which are reasonably priced, popular and available from the on-line
shops. The instructions are best suited for those who have already done some
colourwork knitting. Special attention has been paid in patterns, not just to the
design, but also to the fitting, in order for the knitting to be practical.
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About the author

UNRULY WOOLLEN SOCKS

Lumi Karmitsa writes, draws and uses her
hands for almost anything to mould the
world into a more beautiful place. Three years
ago, just to try it out, she knitted a pair of
colourwork knitted mittens for her friend and
got hooked after realising that you can paint
with threads just as well as with a brush.
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